
 

Super Silencer 3 in 1 Underlayment 

Vapor & Sound Barrier 
 

Offering sound reduction with the super sound eliminator technology, in addition to  

moisture protection and cushioning. 
 

 

 

Specifications 

SQ FT/ROLL 100  

SOUND RATING* IIC 74, STC 75 

LENGTH 27.88 ft 

WIDTH 43.31 in 

THICKNESS 2 mm 

WEIGHT PER ROLL 4.2 lbs 

CAN BE USED FOR 
hardwood, bamboo, 

engineered, laminate 

MOISTURE BARRIER Yes 

MOLD/MILDEW Yes 

R VALUE 0.42 

ITEM NUMBER (UPC) 733074275165 
 

*Based on a specific Floor/Ceiling Assembly 

 

 

 

INSTALLATION  

1) Lay over dry, clean and level sub-floor, plastic side down. 
2) Point the self adhering strip next to the wall, and then unroll the underlayment with vapor barrier (plastic side) facing 
down. 
3) Roll the foam out completely, with the next row butting up to the foam from the previous row 
4) Remove tap strip and place overlapping plastic film over the exposed strip creating a moisture barrier. 
5) Any tears in the foam should be taped creating a moisture barrier. 
6) After all underlayment is laid, install your floor according to manufacturer's instructions. 

Bamboo flooring is an investment and, when installed properly, it can give you decades of problem-free use. But with all 

wooden flooring, proper moisture protection is critical. As part of the regular maintenance of your flooring, we recommend 

cleaning up wet spills as soon as they happen. But what if the source of the moisture is underneath the floor? Protect 

yourself and your investment with this Sound Absorbing 3-in-1 Underlayment. 
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Expert Protection for Floating Floors  

Designed for all floating floors, this product can be used with all of our Click Lock floors. It offers sound reduction with the 

super sound eliminator technology, in addition to moisture protection and cushioning. 

Installation is easy. Just unroll the underlayment and run it the length of the room until the entire subfloor is covered. Tape 

seams together and the overlapping moisture guard edges prevent moisture from penetrating. 

 

Why Do You Need a Bamboo Floor Underlayment?  

An underlayment for bamboo flooring is an important ally that will extend the life of your floor and provide moisture 

protection and sound deadening. If you're installing onto a concrete subfloor, proper moisture protection is critical to 

prevent bubbling, blistering or peeling. Always test a concrete subfloor for moisture before proceeding with any flooring 

installation. 

 


